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1. Geography  
Click here to watch the following questions on YouTube 

1.1.Typhoon Goni, Asia’s most powerful tropical storm in 2020. 
• Context: Typhoon Rolly or Goni made landfall in the eastern Philippines on 1 nov 2020. 

• Typhoons are the same weather phenomenon as hurricanes, and both called tropical cyclones. 

• In the western Pacific they are called typhoons, while in the eastern Pacific and Atlantic Oceans they 

are called hurricanes. 

• Typhoons and hurricanes form in the exact same way - they get their energy from warm tropical 

water in the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans. 

• Hurricanes and typhoons form over water and are huge, while tornadoes form over land and are 

much smaller in size.  

• A tornado is a violent windstorm characterised by a twisting, funnel-shaped cloud. 

• With the help of Coriolis force that is created by the rotation of the earth, hurricanes spin in a circular 

motion. 

• In the Northern Hemisphere, tropical cyclones rotate counter clockwise and in Southern Hemisphere, 

tropical cyclones rotate clockwise. 

• The weakest tropical cyclones are called tropical depressions. 

• If a depression intensifies such that it’s maximum sustained winds reach 62 km per hour, the tropical 

cyclone becomes a tropical storm and is given a name. 

• Once a tropical cyclone reaches maximum sustained winds of 120 km per hour or higher, it is then 

classified as a hurricane, or typhoon, depending upon where the storm originates in the world. 

• Unlike hurricanes, which have five categories of strength, typhoons only have two classifications: 

typhoon winds, which are 74 mph to 149 mph, and super typhoon winds, which are 150 mph and 

greater. 

• A super typhoon is equivalent to an extremely strong hurricane. 

How are hurricanes different from tornadoes 
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The eye 

• The eye of the storm is the centre. 

• It’s a relatively calm space. 

• When the eye passes over an area, winds slow down and everything feels like it has cleared up. 

• The part that comes after the eye usually inflicts the most damage. 

The eyewall 

• This is where the most effective part of a cyclone rests.  

• The eyewall houses extremely high wind speeds, causing damage to both lives and property.  

• It is a ring of thunderstorms, and changes in the eye or the eyewall affects the storm’s intensity. 

Rainbands 

• These are the outer parts of a cyclone where sudden bursts of rain happen.  

• There can also be gaps between rainbands where no rain or wind occurs. 

1.2.Why did cyclones give October a miss? 
• • Context: October to December period is among the favourable months for the development of 

cyclones in the Bay of Bengal and the Arabian Sea. This year, however, October passed without 

witnessing a cyclonic storm. 

When do cyclones form and hit Indian coasts? 

• About 80 cyclones are formed around the world annually, out of which five are formed in the Bay of 

Bengal and the Arabian Sea, together known as the North Indian Ocean. 

• India’s east and west coasts are prone to cyclones with the maximum associated hazards—rain, heavy 

winds and storm surge— faced by coastal districts of West Bengal, Odisha and Andhra Pradesh. 

• Cyclones in the North Indian Ocean are bi-modal in nature, that is, they occur during two seasons— 

April to June (pre-monsoon) and October to December (post-monsoon). 

• Of these, May and November remain the most conducive for the development of cyclones. 

When have cyclones skipped October, previously? 

• Cyclonic disturbances— either in the form of a well-marked low pressure, depression or a deep 

depression (weather systems with varying wind intensities ranging from 31 – 61 km/hr formed either 
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over sea or land) — are common in October. 

• Ocean disturbances enter the Bay of Bengal from the South China Sea side and head towards the 

Indian coast.  

• IMD labels the formation of one cyclone and two cyclonic disturbances in October as normal.  

• Cyclones in the North Indian Ocean are bi-modal in nature, that is, they occur during two seasons— 

April to June (pre-monsoon) and October to December (post-monsoon). 

• Of these, May and November remain the most conducive for the development of cyclones. 

When have cyclones skipped October, previously? 

• Cyclonic disturbances— either in the form of a well-marked low pressure, depression or a deep 

depression (weather systems with varying wind intensities ranging from 31 – 61 km/hr formed either 

over sea or land) — are common in October. 

• Ocean disturbances enter the Bay of Bengal from the South China Sea side and head towards the 

Indian coast.  

• IMD labels the formation of one cyclone and two cyclonic disturbances in October as normal.  

• This year, however, there was no system which intensified to form a cyclone. Instead, there were 

three cyclonic disturbances.  

• Two of these cyclonic disturbances in the form of low-pressure systems caused widespread rain in 

Andhra Pradesh, Telangana, north Karnataka and Maharashtra followed by West Bengal and 

Bangladesh. 

• Data on the frequency of cyclone development between 1891 - 2020 shows no cyclone formation in 

the month of October on 42 occasions. 

• During the last 130 years, cyclones remained absent for the longest during October of 1950-1954. 

Why were there no cyclone developments this year? 

• IMD officials have attributed it to the weak La Nina conditions along the equatorial Pacific Ocean.  

• Cooler than normal sea surface temperatures over this region—termed as La Nina— has been 

prevailing since August this year.  

• Because Madden Julian Oscillation (MJO) was positioned in a favourable phase, the low-pressure 

systems intensified maximum up to a deep depression. 

• MJO is kind of an eastward-moving cyclic weather event along the tropics that influences rainfall, 

winds, sea surface temperatures and cloud cover. They have a 30 to 60-day cycle. 

• Most importantly, there was the high wind shear noted between the different atmospheric levels, last 

month. 

• The vertical wind shear— created due to significant wind speed difference observed between higher 

and lower atmospheric levels— prevented the low-pressure systems and depression from 

strengthening into a cyclone. 
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What is the cyclone forecast for November? 

• Even though November is one of the main months when cyclones develop, at present, IMD officials 

note that there are no immediate weather systems likely to form in either seas. 

• In addition, since the MJO has just crossed the North Indian Ocean region and has moved eastwards, 

there will be no supportive factors that could influence the formation of cyclones this month. 

1.3.CRZ norms 
• Context: The Supreme Court extended till further orders the mandate of one-member committee of 

retired Kerala High Court judge Justice K Balakrishnan Iyer constituted to determine the 

compensation paid to flat owners of Maradu municipality of Kochi district, whose houses were 

demolished for being in violation of Coastal Regulation Zone (CRZ) norms in the state.  
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Why did KSCZMA object to the construction? 

• KCZMA: Kerala Coastal Zone Management Authority (KSCZMA) is the empowered authority to deal 

with environmental issues related to the CRZ. 

• It found that the construction was taking place in critically vulnerable coastal areas, which come 

which come under CRZ-III category.  

• In CRZ-III area, no construction is allowed within 200 metres from the coast. In CRZ-II zone, works 

are allowed beyond 50 metres from the coast. 

• The CRZ Rules are made by the Union environment ministry, implemented by state governments 

through their Coastal Zone Management Authorities. 
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1.4.Gilgit-Baltistan 
• Context: Pakistan is moving to grant full statehood to Gilgit-Baltistan, which appears as the 

northernmost part of the country in its official map. 

• It was part of the erstwhile princely state of Jammu and Kashmir and is claimed by India, currently a 

part of POK. 

• During the first Indo-Pak war of October 1947, Pakistan occupied 78,114 sq km of the land of Jammu 

and Kashmir, including the ‘Northern Areas’. 

• The Northern Areas is the other name of Gilgit-Baltistan that Pakistan has used for administrative 

reasons because it was a disputed territory. 

• It is under process to become the fifth State of Pakistan after Sindh, Punjab, Balochistan and Khyber 

Pakhtunkhwa. 

• The political nature of Gilgit-Baltistan has been directionless from the beginning.  

• Pakistan initially governed the region directly from the central authority after it was separated from 

‘Azad Jammu and Kashmir’ on April 28, 1949.  

• On March 2, 1963, Pakistan gave away 5,180 sq km of the region to China, despite local protests. 

• Under Prime Minister Zulfiqar Ali Bhutto, the name of the region was changed to the Federally 

Administered Northern Areas (FANA). 

• Pakistan passed the Gilgit-Baltistan Empowerment and Self Governance Order in 2009, which 

granted “self-rule” to the ‘Northern Areas’. 

• There were protests in the area at that time from people who demanded an executive form of 

government based on international resolutions.  

• The local situation altered considerably with Pakistan signing an agreement with China for mega 

infrastructure and hydel power projects in September 2009. 

• With the agreements arrived Chinese investments and heavy machinery, which found both support 

and opposition from the locals. 

• On January 17, 2019, a seven-judge bench of the Supreme Court of Pakistan, led by Chief Justice 

Mian Saqib Nisar, took up the constitutional status of Gilgit-Baltistan. 

• The purpose of the court’s intervention was to determine the extent of political rights that could be 

enjoyed by the people of the ‘Northern Areas’. 

• Over the years, the region has acquired a government and a council, which gave it a de facto status of 

a province of Pakistan, but the constitutional status of the region, remained vague without explicit 

statehood. 

• The Supreme Court allowed Islamabad to amend a 2018 administrative order to hold general 

elections in the region.  

• The Gilgit-Baltistan Order of 2018 provided for administrative changes, including empowering the 

Prime Minister of Pakistan to legislate on an array of subjects. 
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Sense of alienation 

• One of the main reasons for the rebellion in the region in 1947 was the sense of alienation that the 

population felt towards the Dogra rulers of Srinagar, who operated under the protection of the British 

government.  

• Under the post-1947 special administrative arrangement, local councils worked to meet economic, 

social and educational development of the region. 

• Irrigation channels, protective bunds, roads and pony tracks were built during the early years of 

Pakistan. 

• One of the most mountainous regions in the world that is rich with mines of gold, emerald and 

strategically important minerals, and is known for its extraordinary scenic beauty, diversity and 

ancient communities and languages, Gilgit-Baltistan is largely an underdeveloped region. 

• Its home to K-2, the second tallest mountain in the world.  

• Tourism remains restricted by many factors, including military hostility, though the region has some of 

the ancient Buddhist sculptures and rock edicts. 

• It is also home to an old Shia community, which often finds itself subjected to persecution in Pakistan’s 

urban centres. 

• At present, a Governor and an elected Chief Minister rule the region, which is divided into Gilgit, 

Skardu, Diamer, Astore, Ghanche, Ghizer and Hunza-Nagar. 

• The region is known for high altitude dams because of both local and Islamabad-driven initiatives. 

• The tradition of building dams and bunds dates back to the reign of Balti King Ali Sher Khan Anchan of 

1580-1624, who built the famous bund at Satpara Lake, which helps in watering Skardu.  

• The water-rich region’s biggest hydroelectricity project is the Diamer-Bhasha dam, which was 

launched in July 2020. 

Indian protest 

• Following Pakistan’s announcement of holding the legislative election in Gilgit-Baltistan, India 

reiterated its territorial sovereignty over the region with the Ministry of External Affairs stating that 

the Pakistani move to change the status of the region will “have no legal basis whatsoever. 

• India has consistently opposed Pakistan’s activities in Gilgit-Baltistan.  

• It also opposed the announcement of the commencement of the Diamer-Bhasha dam in July.  

• There have been local and international concerns as reports suggest priceless Buddhist heritage will 

be lost once the dam is built. 

• India has objected to the use of Gilgit-Baltistan to build and operate the China Pakistan Economic 

Corridor (CPEC), which cuts through the region before heading to the Arabian Sea coastline of 

Balochistan’s Gwadar port. 

• There is a widespread feeling that Pakistan, under pressure from China, is firming up its control over 

Gilgit-Baltistan, eventually creating conditions for the declaration of the Line of Control (LoC) in 

Kashmir as the International Border. 
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• Gilgit-Baltistan is important for Pakistan as it is the gateway for the CPEC.  

• But for India, the region represents the continuity with the past of Jammu and Kashmir, which 

included Gilgit-Baltistan at the time of Partition of 1947.  

• Significantly, the ongoing stand-off with China at the Line of Actual Control in Eastern Ladakh has a 

Gilgit-Baltistan connection as the Darbuk-Shyok-DBO road of India is viewed as a tactical roadway to 

access the Karakoram Pass, which provides China crucial access to Gilgit-Baltistan and Pakistan. 

1.5.UN General Assembly Adopts India-Sponsored Resolutions on 

Nuclear Disarmament 
• The First Committee of the United Nations General Assembly (UNGA) adopted two resolutions 

sponsored by India which call for the prohibition of nuclear weapons and reduce the risks of 

accidental use of nuclear weapons in the world. 

• The two resolutions were named ''Convention on the Prohibition of the use of Nuclear Weapons'' and 

''Reducing Nuclear Danger'', under the ''Nuclear Weapons'' cluster. 

• These resolutions manifest India's commitment towards the goal of nuclear disarmament. 

• The "Convention on the Prohibition of the use of Nuclear Weapons" was tabled by India since 1982 in 

the General Assembly. 

• It requests the Conference on Disarmament in Geneva to commence negotiations on an international 

convention prohibiting the use or threat of use of nuclear weapons under any circumstances. 

• The resolution, which is supported by a majority of UN members, reflects India's conviction that such 

a multilateral, universal and legally binding agreement would generate necessary political will among 

States possessing nuclear weapons to engage in negotiations leading to the total elimination of 

nuclear weapons. 

• The resolution on "Reducing Nuclear Danger", tabled since 1998, draws global attention to the risks 

of unintentional or accidental use of nuclear weapons and underscores the need for a review of 

nuclear doctrines.  

• It calls for concrete steps to reduce such risks, including through de-alerting and de-targeting of 

nuclear weapons. 

1.6.US State Sponsor of Terrorism list 
• Context:  US announced it was formally rescinding Sudan’s designation as a State Sponsor of 

Terrorism. 
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What is the US State Sponsor of Terrorism list? 

• The US Secretary of State (the minister primarily in charge of foreign relations) has been given 

powers to designate countries that “have repeatedly provided support for acts of international 

terrorism” as “State Sponsors of Terrorism”. 

• US can place four categories of sanctions on countries part of the list: 

✓ Restrictions on U.S. foreign assistance. 

✓ A ban on defence exports and sales. 

✓ Certain controls over exports of dual use items. 

✓ Miscellaneous financial and other restrictions. 

• Sanctions can also be placed on countries and persons that engage in certain trade with designated 

countries. 

• After Sudan’s delisting, three countries remain with the designation: Syria (listed in 1979), Iran (1984) 

and North Korea (2017). 

• Apart from Sudan, other countries which were once part of the list and later removed include Iraq 

(first removed in 1982, relisted in 1990, and again removed in 2004), South Yemen (1990, when it 

merged with North Yemen), Libya (2006) and Cuba (2015). 
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When and how was Sudan 
put in the list in the first 
place? 

• The US added Sudan to the 

terrorism list in 1993, after it 

was accused of harbouring 

groups such as Hezbollah and 

Palestinian militant outfits 

which Washington deems as 

terrorists. 

• At the time, Sudan was ruled 

by dictator Omar al-Bashir, 

who had come to power in 

1 9 8 9 a f t e r t o p p l i n g a 

d e m o c r a t i c a l l y e l e c t e d 

government. 

• Bashir, who enforced hard-line 

Islamist policies over Sudan for three decades until his ouster last year, was also blamed for the 1998 

bombings of US embassies in East Africa, and the 2000 bombing of the US warship Cole in Yemen. 

• After its designation in the US terrorism list, Sudan was cut off from the global economy, and was 

starved of foreign investment. 

• The country’s economy suffered another blow in 2011, when Christians and Animists in southern 

parts of the country, already up in arms against Khartoum for decades, seceded to form the new 

country of South Sudan, taking away more than three-quarters of Sudan’s oil reserves. 

• The country’s financial woes led to high inflation and price rises in essential commodities, leading to 

protests that led to Bashir being ousted from power in 2019. 

What removal from the list means for Sudan 

• Since Bashir’s removal, an unelected transitional government consisting of both civilian and military 

leaders has been ruling Sudan. 

• The new leadership has sought to veer the country away from Bashir’s hardline policies. 

• It has removed apostasy laws, banned female genital mutilation, launched enquiries into the Darfur 

conflict and put Bashir on trial. 

• However, Sudan’s continued presence on the terrorism list, despite being over a year since Bashir’s 

removal, added to the transitional government’s challenges. 

• Now that it has been delisted, Sudan would rejoin the global economy– and be able to access foreign 

investments and debt relief from international financial institutions (IFIs). 

• However, experts say that because the delisting has been linked to Sudan recognising Israel, its 

unelected government could face a domestic backlash, as many are blaming the US of arm-twisting 

Sudan into compliance. 
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2. History 
Click here to watch the following questions on YouTube 

2.1.Rashtriya Ekta Diwas 2020 

When is Rashtriya Ekta Diwas celebrated? 

• National Unity Day or Rashtriya Ekta Diwas is observed on October 31 every year 

• The day was introduced in 2014 by the Government to mark the birth anniversary of Iron Man of 

India – Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel. 

• In memory of Sardar Vallabhbhai Patel, the Government of India has constructed a huge statue of the 

Iron Man of India near the Narmada River in Gujarat. 

Significance of National Unity Day 

• In 2014 the Home Ministry in the official statement stated that National Unity Day "will provide an 

opportunity to re-affirm the inherent strength and resilience of our nation to withstand the actual 

and potential threats to the unity, integrity and security of our country. 

Sardar Patel 

• He united 562 princely states to build the Republic of India.  

• From 1917 to 1924 Patel served as the first Indian municipal commissioner of Ahmadabad and was its 

elected municipal president from 1924 to 1928. 

• Patel first made his mark in 1918, when he planned mass campaigns of peasants, farmers, and 

landowners of Kaira, Gujarat, against the decision of the Bombay government to collect the full 

annual revenue taxes despite crop failures caused by heavy rains. 

• In 1928 Patel successfully led the landowners of Bardoli in their resistance against increased taxes.  

• His efficient leadership of the Bardoli campaign earned him the title sardar (“leader”), and henceforth 

he was acknowledged as a nationalist leader throughout India.  

• In the crucial debate over the objectives of the Indian National Congress during the years 1928 to 

1931, Patel believed that the goal of the Indian National Congress should be dominion status within 

the British Commonwealth—not independence. 

• Patel was the second candidate after Gandhi to the presidency of the 1929 Lahore session of the 

Indian National Congress. 

• During the 1930 Salt Satyagraha (prayer and fasting movement), Patel served three months’ 

imprisonment. 

• In March 1931 Patel presided over the Karachi session of the Indian National Congress. 

• He was imprisoned in January 1932.  

• Released in July 1934, he marshaled the organization of the Congress Party in the 1937 elections and 

was the main contender for the 1937–38 Congress presidency. 

• Again, because of Gandhi’s pressure, Patel withdrew and Jawaharlal Nehru was elected. 
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• Along with other Congress leaders, Patel was imprisoned in October 1940, released in August 1941, 

and imprisoned once more from August 1942 until June 1945. 

2.2.The Miyas of Assam, and their char-chapori culture 
• Context: Miya museum reflecting the “culture and heritage of the people living in char-chaporis” has 

stirred up a controversy in Assam. 

Who are the Miyas? 

• The ‘Miya’ community comprises descendants of Muslim migrants from East Bengal (now Bangladesh) 

to Assam.  

• They came to be referred to as ‘Miyas’, often in a derogatory manner. 

• The community migrated in several waves — starting with the British annexation of Assam in 1826, 

and continuing into Partition and the 1971 Bangladesh Liberation War — and have resulted in 

changes in demographic composition of the region.  

• Years of discontent among the indigenous people led to the six-year-long (1979-85) anti-foreigner 

Assam Agitation to weed out the “illegal immigrant”, who was perceived as trying to take over jobs, 

language and culture of the indigenous population. 

What are char-chaporis? 

• A char is a floating island while chaporis are low-lying flood-prone riverbanks.  

• They are used interchangeably a char can become a chapori, or vice versa, depending on the push and 

pull of the Brahmaputra. 

• Prone to floods and erosion, these areas are marked by low development indices.  

• 80% of the Char population lives below poverty line. 
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• A UNDP Assam Human Development report from 2014 describes the char areas as suffering from 

“communication deficits, lack of adequate schooling facilities beyond primary, girl child marriage, 

poverty and illiteracy”. 

• While Bengali-origin Muslims primarily occupy these islands, other communities such as Misings, 

Deoris, Kocharis, Nepalis also live here.  

• In popular imagination, however, chars have become synonymous to the Bengali-speaking Muslims of 

dubious nationality. 

2.3.Maharani Jindan Kaur 
• Context: Maharani Jindan Kaur, the last wife of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, is in news for the auction of 

some of her jewellery at Bonhams Islamic and Indian Art sale in London. 

Who was Rani Jindan? 

• She was the youngest wife of Maharaja Ranjit Singh, founder of the Sikh empire, whose boundaries 

stretched from Kabul to Kashmir and the borders of Delhi. 

• She was also the mother of Maharaja Duleep Singh, the last ruler of the empire, who was raised by the 

British. 

• Born at Chachar in Gujranwala in 1817. 

• She gave birth to Duleep Singh in 1838, a year before the death of the maharaja. 

When did she become the regent? 

• Duleep Singh was five years old when he was placed on the throne in 1843 after the death of two 

heirs to Maharaja Ranjit Singh. 

• Since he was just a child, Maharani Jindan was made the regent. 

• Not a rubber stamp, she took an active interest in running the kingdom, introducing changes in the 

revenue system. 

When did the British imprison and exile her? 

• The British declared war on the Sikh empire in December 1845.  

• After their victory in the first Anglo-Sikh war, they retained Duleep Singh as the ruler but imprisoned 

Jind Kaur. 

• Maharani Jind Kaur arrived at Kathmandu on April 29, 1849, where she was given asylum by Jung 

Bahadur, the prime minister. 

• She was given a house on the banks of river Bhagmati.  

• She stayed in Nepal till 1860, where she continued to reach out to rebels in Punjab and Jammu-

Kashmir. 

• The long exile took a heavy toll on Maharani Jindan’s health. 

• She passed away in her sleep on August 1, 1863, two years after she walked into the Kensington 

Gardens in 1861. 
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2.4.Kevadia tourism circuit 
• Context: Prime Minister inaugurated 17 tourism projects around the Statue of Unity, now called the 

‘Kevadia Tourism Circuit’: 

✓ Since the SoU was inaugurated in October 2018, the state government has worked to bring 

Kevadia on the world map of tourism with a cluster of theme-based projects.  

✓ The government projects the SoU to have an economic impact of Rs 9,000 crore by 2022, which 

will translate into the socio-economic uplift of the region up to a radius of about 100 km around 

the statue. 

What is the Kevadia Tourism Circuit? 

• Kevadia, a village in the tribal Narmada district, is home to the Sardar Sarovar Dam reservoir on the 

Narmada River. 

• The circuit covers 35 tourist spots, out of which the Valley of Flowers, Vishwa Van, Jungle Safari, 

Cactus Garden, Butterfly Garden, Ekta Nursery, Tent City, Khalvani Eco-tourism, Zarwani Eco-

tourism, NaukaVihar and River Rafting, located around the periphery of the statue and the Narmada 

Dam. 

Some of the major attractions of the Circuit 

• Sardar Patel Zoological Park and Jungle Safari. 

• Children’s Nutrition Park - The park is billed as the “world’s first technology driven Nutrition Park”. 

• The Mirror Maze - It has a 5D virtual reality (VR) theatre and augmented reality (AR) games to 

enhance nutritional awareness through entertainment. 

• Carnival look- The 8.5 km stretch of road from Ekta Dwar to the Sardar Sarovar Dam is decorated 

with colourful motifs and lights that lend the area a festive, carnival appearance after sunset. 

• Riverfront cycling tour 

• The Gardens 

• The cruises 

• Dynamic lighting on Sardar Sarovar Dam 

2.5.AITUC turns 100 
• Indias’s first national trade union, All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC), has turned 100. 

Origin of Trade Unions Act in India 

• 1918 – 1st Registered Organized Trade Union – Madras Labour Union led by B P Wadia and V. 

Kalyanasundaram Mudaliar, in 1918. The strike was called by the workers of Buckingham and 

Carnatic Mills in Madras, against the managing company, Binny and Co. 

• 1919 – ILO (International Labour Organisation) got established. 

• 1920 – 1st Trade Union Federation – All India Trade Union Congress (AITUC) – 1920. Founding 

Presidents were Lala Lajpat  Rai, N M Joshi and Joseph Baptista. 
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• AITUC was formed to secure a nominating body for representing Indian Labour at International 

Labour Conference. 

• 1920 – Ahmedabad Textile Labour Association founded by Anasuya Sarabhai who was a pioneer of 

the women’s labour movement in India and Shankerlal Banker. 

• 1922 – Central Labour Board, Bombay 

• 1922 – Bengal Trade Union Federation 

• 1922 – All India Railwaymen’s Federation ( AIRF) 

• 1923 – First ever May Day/ Labour Day in India on May 1, 1923. Singaravelu [Chettiar], Madras 

launched the Labour-Kisan Party of Hindustan as a distinct political party of labour and for labour, 

with a ‘politico-economic policy for labour, free from mere reformism or opportunism. 

• Known by various names like Kamgar Din (Hindi), Kamgar Divas (Marathi) and Uzhaipalar Dinam 

(Tamil), the ‘Antarrashtriya Shramik Diwas’. 

• 1925 – The first Provident Fund Act passed in 1925 for regulating the provident funds of some 

private concerns was limited in scope. 

• 1926 – Indian Trade Unions Act was formed by N M Joshi (Father of Indian Trade union movement). 

• 1928 – Fawcett Committee 

✓ A big strike of textile workers at Bombay took place from April to October 1928 due to which 

government of Bombay appointed Fawcett Committee to look into the standardized scheme 

against which the strike happened. 

• 1928 – All India Workers and Peasants Party was formed 

• 1929 – Split of AITUC, at the 10th Session of AITUC, Nagpur 

• 1930 – ITUF (Indian Trade Union Federation) was formed from the split 

• 1931 – RTUC (Red Trade Union Congress) was formed from split 

• Note – As on 1931, there were 3 central federations (AITUC, ITUF and RTUC) 

• The first Central Trade Union Organisation was formed in India on 31 October 1920 by the Indian 

National Congress (INC).  

• The INC, the central organ of the Independence movement, formed the AITUC to give India 

representation at the International Labour Organisation (ILO) of the League of Nations. 

• It was in 1942, more than two decades after 64 unions came together to form the AITUC in 1920 at 

Mumbai, that the union organised the working class in textile mills of Bengaluru, mines in Hutti and 

Kolar, besides beedi and tiles industries. 
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3. Polity & Governance 
Click here to watch the following questions on YouTube 

3.1.New Nursing Act 
• Context: The Centre has moved to replace the 73-year-old Indian Nursing Council Act with a new 

legislation. 

• The Ministry of Health and Family Welfare has finalised National Nursing and Midwifery Commission 

Bill 2020 to replace the Indian Nursing Council Act 1947 

• At present, there are different undergraduate nursing examinations conducted by different medical 

institutes that require an aspirant to keep track of these through the year. 

• However, a common test would integrate the system similar to National Eligibility-cum-Entrance Test 

for undergraduate medical courses. 

• This would completely change the current system as nursing professionals would also require to 

undertake a National Exit test in the final year of the nursing or midwifery course. 

• The draft Bill replaces the Indian Nursing Council with a new representative body called National 

Nursing and Midwifery Commission.  

• This body, which would have representatives of the Centre and the states would : 

✓ Frame policies for regulating nursing and midwifery institutions. 

✓ Provide standards of education, physical and instructional facilities, assessment, examination, 

training, research, continuing professional education, maximum tuition fee payable in respect of 

various categories. 

• Provide standards for nursing and midwifery faculty and clinical facility in teaching institutions and 

frame policies and codes to ensure observance of professional ethics in nursing and midwifery 

profession. 
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• Similar to the newly-constituted National Medical Commission, the proposed commission would have 

different boards to regulate undergraduate and postgraduate education and asses and rate different 

institutions offering courses. 

• Every nurse and midwife would have to register with the state boards and a national register would 

be maintained to track all qualified and practising nursing professionals.  

3.2.Legislation on ‘freedom of religion’ 
• Context: Some states want to ban conversion of religion for the sole purpose of marriage. 

• Constitution: Article 9 protects your right to freedom of thought, belief and religion. 

What are the provisions of the Special Marriage Act?  

• The Special Marriage Act, 1954 (SMA) was enacted to facilitate the marriage of couples professing 

different faiths and preferring a civil wedding. 

• However, some practical problems arise in registering such marriages.  

• The law’s features on prior public notice being given and objections being called place a question 

mark on the safety and privacy of those intending to marry across religions. 

• Many settle for marriage under the personal law of one of them, with the other opting for religious 

conversion. 

• Even this option is now seen as a threat to religion itself.  

What are the features of the SMA? 

• The marriage of any two persons may be solemnised under the SMA, subject to the man having 

completed 21 years of age and the woman 18.  

• Neither should have a spouse living; both should be capable of giving valid consent, should not suffer 

from any mental disorder of a kind that renders them unfit for marriage and procreation. 

• They should not be within the degrees of prohibited relationship — that is, they should not be related 

in such a way that their religion does not permit such marriages. 

• Parties to an intended marriage should give notice to the ‘marriage officer’ of the district in which one 

of them had resided for at least 30 days. 

• The notice will have to be entered in a ‘Marriage Notice Book’ and a copy of it displayed at a 

conspicuous place in the office.  

• The Notice Book is open for inspection at all reasonable times without a fee. 

• Further, if either of the parties is not a permanent resident of the district, the marriage officer has to 

send a copy to his counterpart in the district where the party has permanent residence. 

• The notice shall be displayed in that district office too. 

• The marriage has to be solemnised within three months of the notice, and if it is not, a fresh notice will 

be needed. 

• The law also provides for objections to the marriage. 
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• Any person can object to the marriage within 30 days of the publication of the notice on the ground 

that it contravenes one of the conditions for a valid marriage. 

• The marriage officer has to inquire into the objection and give a decision within 30 days. 

• If he refuses permission for the marriage, an appeal can be made to the district court. 

• Also court’s decision will be final. 

• Also, the Act says that when a member of an undivided family who professes Hindu, Buddhist, Sikh or 

Jaina religions, gets married under SMA, it results in his or her “severance” from the family.  

What are the hurdles faced by couples? 

• The provisions relating to notice, publication and objection have rendered it difficult for many people 

intending to solemnise inter-faith marriages. 

• Publicity in the local registration office may mean that family members objecting to the union may 

seek to stop it by coercion. 

• In many cases, there may be a threat to the lives of the applicants.  

• There have been reports of right-wing groups opposed to inter-faith marriages keeping a watch on 

the notice boards of marriage offices and taking down the details of the parties so that they can be 

dissuaded or coerced into abandoning the idea. 

3.3.Haryana clears Bill on right to recall panchayat member 
• Haryana Panchayati Raj (Second Amendment) Bill, 2020: 

✓ The Haryana Assembly passed a Bill which provides the right to recall members of Panchayati Raj 

institutions to those who elected them. 

✓ It gives women 50% reservation in these rural bodies. 

✓ The Bill also proposed 8% reservation to the “more disadvantaged” among the Backward Classes. 

✓ The Bill allows the recall of village sarpanches and members of the block-level panchayat samitis 

and district-level zila parishads if they fail to perform. 

✓ The amendment is aimed at increasing their accountability to the voters. 

✓ To recall a sarpanch and members of the two bodies, 50% members of a ward or gram sabha have 

to give in writing that they want to initiate proceedings. 

✓ This will be followed by a secret ballot, in which their recall will require two-third members voting 

against them. 

✓ Panchayati Raj Institution (PRI) is a system of rural local self-government in India. 

✓ Local Self Government is the management of local affairs by such local bodies who have been 

elected by the local people. 

✓ PRI was constitutionalized through the 73rd Constitutional Amendment Act, 1992 to build 

democracy at the grass roots level and was entrusted with the task of rural development in the 

country. 
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Constitution 73rd and 74th Amendments 

• These amendments added two new parts to the Constitution, namely, added Part IX titled “The 

Panchayats” (added by 73rd Amendment) and Part IXA titled “The Municipalities” (added by 74th 

Amendment). 

• Basic units of democratic system-Gram Sabhas (villages) and Ward Committees (Municipalities) 

comprising all the adult members registered as voters. 

• Three-tier system of panchayats at village, intermediate block/taluk/mandal and district levels except 

in States with population is below 20 lakhs (Article 243B). 

• Seats at all levels to be filled by direct elections Article 243C (2). 

• Seats reserved for Scheduled Castes (SCs) and Scheduled Tribes (STs) and the chairpersons of the 

Panchayats at all levels also shall be reserved for SCs and STs in proportion to their population. 

• One-third of the total number of seats to be reserved for women. 

• One-third of the seats reserved for SCs and STs also reserved for women. 

• One-third offices of chairpersons at all levels reserved for women (Article 243D) 

• Uniform five year term and elections to constitute new bodies to be completed before the expiry of 

the term 

• In the event of dissolution, elections compulsorily within six months (Article 243E) 

• Independent Election Commission in each State for superintendence, direction and control of the 

electoral rolls (Article 243K). 

• Panchayats to prepare plans for economic development and social justice in respect of subjects as 

devolved by law to the various levels of Panchayats including the subjects as illustrated in Eleventh 

Schedule (Article 243G). 

• 74th Amendment provides for a District Planning Committee to consolidate the plans prepared by 

Panchayats and Municipalities (Article 243ZD). 
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• Budgetary allocation from State Governments, share of revenue of certain taxes, collection and 

retention of the revenue it raises, Central Government programmes and grants, Union Finance 

Commission grants (Article 243H). 

• Establish a Finance Commission in each State to determine the principles on the basis of which 

adequate financial resources would be ensured for panchayats and municipalities (Article 243I). 

• The Eleventh Scheduled of the Constitution places as many as 29 functions within the purview of the 

Panchayati Raj bodies. 

3.4.Breach of privilege 
• Context: Supreme Court granted respite to Arnab Goswami in breach of privilege case, issued notice 

to Maharashtra Assembly Secretary. 

What constitutes a breach of this privilege?  

• While the Constitution has accorded special privileges and powers to parliamentarians and 

legislators to maintain the dignity and authority of the Houses, these powers and privileges are not 

codified. 

• Thus, there are no clear, notified rules to decide what constitutes a breach of privilege, and the 

punishment it attracts. 

• Any act that obstructs or impedes either House of the state legislature in performing its functions, or 

which obstructs or impedes any Member or officer of such House in the discharge of his duty, or has a 

tendency, directly or indirectly, to produce such results is treated as breach of privilege. 

• It is a breach of privilege and contempt of the House to make speeches or to print or publish libel 

reflecting on the character or proceedings of the House, or its Committees, or on any member of the 

House for or relating to his character or conduct as a legislator. 

Which provisions of the Constitution protect the privileges of the legislature? 

• The powers, privileges and immunities of either House of the Indian Parliament and of its Members 

and committees are laid down in Article 105 of the Constitution. 

• Article 194 deals with the powers, privileges and immunities of the State Legislatures, their Members 

and their committees. 

• Parliamentary privilege refers to the right and immunity enjoyed by legislatures, in which legislators 

are granted protection against civil or criminal liability for actions done or statements made in the 

course of their legislative duties. 

What is the procedure to be followed in cases of alleged breach of the legislature’s 
privilege? 

• The Legislative Assembly Speaker or Legislative Council Chairman constitutes a Privileges 

Committee consisting of 15 members in the Assembly and 11 members in the Council. 

• The members to the committee are nominated based on the party strength in the Houses. 

• The Speaker or Chairman first decides on the motions. “If the privilege and contempt are found prima 

facie, then the Speaker or Chairman will forward it to the Privileges Committee by following the due 

procedure. 
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• The Committee, has quasi-judicial powers, seeks an explanation from all the concerned, conducts an 

inquiry and make a recommendations based on the findings to the state legislature for its 

consideration. 

What is the punishment for an individual who is found guilty of breaching the 
legislature’s privilege? 

• If the Committee finds the offender guilty of breach of privilege and contempt, it can recommend the 

punishment.  

• The punishment can include communicating the displeasure of the state legislature to the offender, 

summoning the offender before the House and giving a warning, and even sending the offender to jail. 

• In the case of the media, press facilities of the state legislature may be withdrawn, and a public 

apology may be sought. 

3.5.All insults not offence under SC/ST Act: Supreme Court 
• All insults or intimidations to persons belonging to Dalit or tribal communities will not be an offence 

under the Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, the Supreme Court 

said in a judgment. 

• The court said the insult should be specifically intended to humiliate the victim for his caste. 

The Scheduled Castes and the Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Amendment 
Act, 2018. 

• Section 18A states that: 

✓ For the Prevention of Atrocities Act, the preliminary enquiry shall not be required for registration 

of a First Information Report against any person. 

✓ The provision of section 438 (pre-arrest bail) of the Code of Criminal Procedure (CrPC) shall not 

apply to a case under the Act, notwithstanding any judgment or order or direction of any Court. 

✓ It added Section 18A to the original Act.  

✓ It delineates specific crimes against Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes as atrocities and 

describes strategies and prescribes punishments to counter these acts.  

✓ It identifies what acts constitute “atrocities” and all offences listed in the Act are cognizable. The 

police can arrest the offender without a warrant and start an investigation into the case without 

taking any orders from the court.  

✓ The Act calls upon all the states to convert an existing sessions court in each district into a Special 

Court to try cases registered under it and provides for the appointment of Public Prosecutors/

Special Public Prosecutors for conducting cases in special courts. 

✓ It creates provisions for states to declare areas with high levels of caste violence to be “atrocity-

prone” and to appoint qualified officers to monitor and maintain law and order.  

✓ It provides for the punishment for willful neglect of duties by non-SC/ST public servants.  

✓ It is implemented by the State Governments and Union Territory Administrations, which are 

provided due central assistance. 
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4. Economy 
Click here to watch the following questions on YouTube 

4.1.IMF chief economist urges more fiscal stimulus to break the 

global liquidity trap 
• The world is in a liquidity trap with policy interest rates staying below 1% in 60% of global economy 

and 97% of advanced economies which calls for a synchronised fiscal push to lift up prospects for all : 

IMF chief economist Gita Gopinath. 

What Is a Liquidity Trap?  

• A liquidity trap is a contradictory economic situation in which interest rates are very low and savings 

rates are high, rendering monetary policy ineffective. 

• First described by economist John Maynard Keynes, during a liquidity trap, consumers choose to 

avoid bonds and keep their funds in cash savings because of the prevailing belief that interest rates 

could soon rise (which would push bond prices down).  

• Because bonds have an inverse relationship to interest rates, many consumers do not want to hold an 

asset with a price that is expected to decline. 

• In a liquidity trap, should a country's reserve bank try to stimulate the economy by increasing the 

money supply, there would be no effect on interest rates, as people do not need to be encouraged to 

hold additional cash. 

• A notable issue of a liquidity trap involves financial institutions having problems finding qualified 

borrowers.  

• This is compounded by the fact that, with interest rates approaching zero, there is little room for 

additional incentive to attract well-qualified candidates.  

• This lack of borrowers often shows up in other areas as well, where consumers typically borrow 

money, such as for the purchase of cars or homes.  

Curing the Liquidity Trap  

• There are a number of ways to help the economy come out of a liquidity trap. None of these may work 

on their own, but may help induce confidence in consumers to start spending/investing again instead 

of saving.  

✓ The Central Bank can raise interest rates, which may lead people to invest more of their money, 

rather than hoard it. This may not work, but it is one possible solution. 

✓ A (big) drop in prices. When this happens, people just can't help themselves from spending money. 

But deflation has its own perils. One possible way out if Downtrading. 

✓ Increasing government spending. 

✓ When the government does so, it implies that the government is committed and confident in the 

national economy. This tactic also fuels job growth. 
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✓ Governments sometimes buy or sell bonds to help control interest rates, but buying bonds in 

such a negative environment does little, as consumers are eager to sell what they have when they 

are able to.  

4.2.Government extends Emergency Credit Line Guarantee 

Scheme (ECLGS) for MSME by 1 month  
• The government had announced the Emergency Credit Line Guarantee Scheme (ECLGS) as part of the 

special economic package for the MSMEs. 

• A relief package of Rs.20 lakh crore was declared by the Prime Minister to help the MSMEs and 

industries overcome the COVID-19 situation. 

• Under this scheme, the government announced a relief of Rs.3 lakh crore loans to provide additional 

funding to the MSMEs. 

• Out of the Rs.3 lakh crore announced, there is already a sanction of more than Rs.2 lakh crore loans 

under ECLGS.   

• The Union Government extended the ECLGS by one month till 30 November. 

• The announcement of the extension of date for availing this scheme is because of the expected 

increase in demand during the current festive season. 

• The extension is also due to the functioning of business of various sectors in the economy after the 

lockdown.  

• The ECLGS was announced as part of the Aatmanirbhar Bharat Package for providing collateral-free 

and guaranteed extra credit to MSMEs, individual loans for business purposes, MUDRA borrowers 

and business enterprises.  

• Under this scheme, additional working capital finance of 20% of the outsourcing credit as on 

29.02.2020 is given in the form of term loans.  

• The eligibility is that the borrowers must have credit outstanding of not more than Rs.50 crore as on 

29.02.2020 and an annual turnover of up to Rs.250 crore. 

• Under this scheme, interest rates are capped at 9.25% for banks and financial institutions.  

• Interest rates are capped at 14% for non-banking financial companies (NBFCs). 

• The tenure of the loans provided under this scheme is four years. 

• The moratorium period is one year on principal repayment. 

• All businesses or MSMEs who fit the eligibility criteria prescribed by this scheme can avail for loans 

under it. The MSMEs can apply for loans through banks, Department of Financial Services (DFS) and 

National Credit Guarantee Trustee Company Ltd (NCGTC). 

4.3.SARFAESI Act may be amended 
• The SARFAESI Act was passed on December 17, 2002, in order to lay down processes to helplenders 

recover their dues quickly. 
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• The SARFAESI Act essentially empowers banks and other financial institutions to directly auction 

residential or commercial properties that have been pledged with them to recover loans from 

borrowers. 

• Before this Act took effect, financial institutions had to take recourse to civil suits in the courts to 

recover their dues, which is a lengthy and time-consuming process. 

• As per the SARFAESI Act, if a borrower defaults on a loan financed by a bank against collateral, then 

the bank gets sweeping powers to recover its dues from the borrower. 

• After giving a notice period of 60 days, the lender can take possession of the pledged assets of the 

borrower, take over the management of such assets, and appoint any person to manage them or ask 

debtors of the borrower to pay their dues too, with respect to the asset.  

• This recovery procedure saves banks and financial institutions a lot of time which otherwise would be 

long drawn out due to the intervention of courts. 

• One of the major drawbacks of the Act is that it is not applicable to unsecured creditors.  

• This and other drawbacks in the recovery mechanisms were plugged in the Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Code, 2016.  

• ARCs or Asset Reconstruction Companies which buy out distressed assets are the other alternative 

that banks use to offload doubtful debt, to ensure more focussed and efficient resolution. 

• Co-operative banks initially were not covered under the definition of banks for which the SARFAESI 

Act was applicable. 

• In 2003, a notification was issued (without amending the law) to bring co-operative banks within the 

class of banks entitled to use SARFAESI. 

• In 2013, the government amended the Act to include co-operative banks formally under the 

definition of banks eligible to use it.  

• However, petitions were filed questioning the authority of the notification and the power of 

Parliament to amend the SARFAESI Act. 

• On May 5, 2020, the Supreme Court resolved this by ruling in favour of co-operative banks invoking 

the SARFAESI Act. 

• This move helps co-operative banks avoid inordinate delays in the recovery of their bad loans due to 

the involvement of civil courts and co-operative tribunals. 

The Aircel case 

• The development follows the RBI’s rejection of a resolution plan submitted by UV ARC Ltd for Aircel, 

which the National Company Law Tribunal (NCLT) had approved in June.  

• The move could also impact other resolution processes where ARCs are involved, such as that of 

Reliance Communication. 

• On August 18, the Association of ARCs in India asked the RBI to address the regulatory gaps between 

the IBC and the SARFAESI Act to enable them to bid for bankrupt companies. 

• Under the IBC, which replaced the Sick Industrial Companies Act on December 1, 2016, the debtor 

ceases to have control of the business, which then shifts to the Committee of Creditors (CoC). 
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• • A Resolution Professional (RP) is appointed to manage the business of the debtor on behalf of the 

CoC with a view to preserving its assets to the extent possible. 

• However, the SARFAESI Act allows lenders to directly auction assets pledged with them to recover 

their loans. 

• According to the ARCs’ Association, IBC has specifically permitted RBI-registered ARCs to act as 

resolution applicants (RAs), which the SARFAESI Act is silent about. 

• The Association has also requested the RBI to issue enabling guidelines on the role of ARCs as RAs 

under IBC rules. 

How they differ 

• While under the IBC, ARCs can convert 76 per cent of their debt into equity, there are no such 

provisions under the SAFERASI Act. 

• However, ARCs fall under the SARFAESI Act, with the RBI as their regulator, while the IBC is 

controlled by the Ministry of Corporate Affairs. 

• As per the SARFAESI Act, ARCs are not allowed to be for stressed assets. While the Insolvency and 

Bankruptcy Code (IBC) allows for the same.  

• ARCs will seek clarification on how the RBI will fill the regulatory gaps to clear the path for ARCs to 

acquire stressed assets under the IBC without any conflict. The RBI may propose changes in the 

Sarfaesi Act in this regard. UVARC is also the resolution applicant for Reliance Communication's 

assets. 
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• Currently, as per RBI guidelines, ARCs are supposed to invest in at least 15 per cent of the issued 

security receipts while purchasing NPAs from banks.  

• The suggestion by ARCs representatives that will be brought up in the meeting is to reduce the 

mandatory investment limit to a maximum of 5 per cent, specifically in cases where banks are fully 

exiting loans of stressed companies. 

• The Fair Practices Code for ARCs announced by the RBI on July 16 will also be discussed in the 

meeting. 

4.4.Provision of SARFAESI Act empowering DMs to attach secured 

assets of borrowers directory: SC  
• The Supreme Court held that a provision of the SARFAESI Act empowering District Magistrates to 

take possession of secured assets of defaulting borrowers within 60 days period for handing them 

over to the lending FIs was “directory” and not “mandatory” in nature as banks cannot be made to 

suffer for the delay on the part of the government officers.  

• Section 14 of the Securitisation and Reconstruction of Financial Assets and Enforcement of Security 

Interest (SARFAESI) Act mandates District Magistrate to deliver possession of a secured asset within 

30 days, extendable to an aggregate of 60 days upon reasons recorded in writing, to banks.  

• However, inability to take possession within time limit does not render the District Magistrate 

“Functus Officio” (Describing a person who has discharged his duty and whose office or authority is at 

an end.) 

• The secured creditor has no control over the District Magistrate who is exercising jurisdiction under 

Section 14 of the Act for public good to facilitate recovery of public dues.  

• Therefore, Section 14 of the Act is not to be interpreted literally without considering the object and 

purpose of the Act.  

• If any other interpretation is placed upon the language of Section 14, it would be contrary to the 

purpose of the Act. 

• The time limit is to instill a confidence in creditors that the District Magistrate will make an attempt to 

deliver possession as well as to impose a duty on the District Magistrate to make an earnest effort to 

comply with the mandate of the statute to deliver the possession within 30 days and for reasons to be 

recorded within 60 days. 

4.5.Consensus to play key role: FM on taxing digital firms like 

Google, Facebook 
• Taxation of digital economy, known as equalisation levy in India, has been a contentious issue globally. 

• Globally, as many as 137 countries, including India, are in talks to reach a consensus-based long-term 

solution to the tax challenges arising from the digitalisation of the economy 

• The US Trade Representative’s office has announced that it will start Section 301 investigations 

against India and nine others, such as Australia, Brazil, Italy, the UK and Czech Republic, for imposing 

or considering digital services taxes that may affect American companies like Google, Amazon, Apple 
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and Facebook.  

• The Section 301, adopted by the US in 1974, allows the US President to unilaterally impose tariffs or 

other trade restrictions on foreign countries. 

• Taking a cue from the G20 / OECD Base Erosion and Profit Shifting (BEPS) Action 1 dealing with 

digital economy, India introduced an Equalisation Levy (EL) in 2016 at the rate of 6 per cent on non-

resident companies engaged in online advertisement and related activities.  

• The scope of the said provision was expanded to include EL of 2 per cent on consideration received or 

receivable by an ‘ecommerce operator’ from ‘e-commerce supply or services’, and is effective from 

April 1, 2020. 

• Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD), an intergovernmental economic 

organisation, had proposed Pillar 1 and Pillar 2 tax proposal for taxing digital companies like Google, 

Facebook and Netflix, and ushering in a global minimum tax rate. 

• The deadline to arrive at a consensus has been pushed to mid-2021 from December 2020.  

• Implementation of Pillar 2 tax proposal could result into revenue gains of up to 4 per cent of global 

corporate income tax (CIT), or $100 billion annually.  

• In addition, $100 billion could be redistributed to market jurisdictions through Pillar 1 plans to ensure 

a fairer international tax framework.  

• India had earlier announced that all foreign billings for digital services provided in the country would 

attract a 2 per cent tax effective from April 1.  

• Foreign billings are where companies take payment abroad for a service provided to customers in 

India.  

• The tax would also apply to e-commerce transactions on websites such as Amazon.com, as well as 

advertising revenue earned from companies overseas if it eventually "targets a customer" in India. 

• Pillar One – the Re-allocation of taxing rights: 

✓ Addresses the question of business presence and activities without physical presence; 

✓ Will determine where tax should be paid and on what basis; 

✓ Will determine what portion of profits could or should be taxed in the jurisdictions where 

customers and/or users are located.  

• Pillar Two – Global anti-base erosion mechanism: 

✓ Will help to stop the shifting of profits to low or no tax jurisdiction facilitated by new 

technologies; 

✓ Will ensure a minimum level of tax is paid by multinational enterprises (MNEs); 

✓ Levels the playing field between traditional and digital companies. 
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4.6.RBI announces co-lending scheme for banks, NBFCs for 

priority sector 
• The Reserve Bank came out with a Co-Lending Model (CLM) scheme under which banks can provide 

loans along with NBFCs to priority sector borrowers based on a prior agreement. 

• The CLM, which is an improvement over the co-origination of loan scheme announced by the RBI in 

September 2018, seeks to provide greater flexibility to the lending institutions. 

• The co-lending banks will take their share of the individual loans on a back-to-back basis in their 

books. 

• NBFCs shall be required to retain a minimum of 20% share of the individual loans on their books. 

• The primary focus of the scheme is to improve the flow of credit to the unserved and underserved 

sector of the economy and make available funds to the ultimate beneficiary at an affordable cost, 

considering the lower cost of funds from banks and greater reach of the NBFCs. 

• NBFCs will be the single point of interface for the customers and shall enter into a loan agreement 

with the borrowers.  

• The agreement should clearly contain the features of the arrangement and the roles and 

responsibilities of NBFCs and banks. 

• The ultimate borrower will be charged an all-inclusive interest rate as may be agreed upon by both 

the lenders conforming to the extant guidelines applicable to both. 

• All transactions (disbursements/ repayments) between the banks and NBFCs relating to CLM have to 

be routed through an escrow account maintained with the banks, in order to avoid inter-mingling of 

funds. 

• With regard to grievance redressal, RBI said suitable arrangement must be put in place by the co-

lenders to resolve any complaint registered by a borrower with the NBFC within 30 days. 

• If the complaint is not resolved, the borrower would have the option to escalate the same with the 

concerned Banking Ombudsman/Ombudsman for NBFCs or the Customer Education and Protection 

Cell (CEPC) in RBI. 

• Under priority sector norms, banks are mandated to lend a particular portion of their funds to 

specified sectors, like weaker section of the society, agriculture, MSME and social infrastructure.  

4.7.President promulgates Arbitration and Conciliation Ordinance 
• The ordinance has also deleted Eighth Schedule of the Arbitration & Conciliation Act 1996, paving the 

way for foreign practitioners to now act as arbitrators in India-seated arbitrations. 

• The Schedule deals with qualifications and experience of arbitrators. 

• Section 36 of the Arbitration & Conciliation Act was amended in 2015 to the effect that mere filing of 

Section 34 application does not stay the enforcement of the award, and it can be stayed on an 

application and subject to conditions imposed by the court. 
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• The latest amendment is a slight departure from the 2015 amendment. It has the effect of 

unconditionally staying the enforcement of the award passed on the basis of the arbitration 

agreement, induced by fraud or corruption. 

• The driving force behind the amendment is that the parties must get an opportunity to seek 

unconditional stay of the award, where there are allegations of fraud or corruption. 

• The amendment is in line with the judgments passed by the Supreme Court on arbitrability of fraud. 

4.8.Large NBFCs should convert into banks or shrink business: RBI 

deputy guv Rao 
• Reserve Bank of India’s newly-appointed Deputy Governor M Rajeshwar Rao has said that larger non-

banking financial companies (NBFCs) should be regulated as strictly as banks to preserve financial 

stability. 

• NBFC sector — also known as the shadow banking system that provides services similar to traditional 

commercial banks but outside normal banking regulations. 

• NBFCs in India include not just finance companies, but also a wider group of companies that are 

engaged in investment, insurance, chit fund, nidhi, merchant banking, stock broking, alternative 

investments etc. as their principal business. 

• NBFCs being financial intermediaries are supposed to play a supplementary role to banks.  

• NBFCs, especially those catering to the urban and rural poor — including the micro-finance 

institutions (NBFC-MFIs) and asset finance companies — have a complementary role in the financial 

inclusion agenda of the country.  

• Further, some of the big NBFCs — infrastructure finance companies — are engaged in lending 

exclusively to the infrastructure sector, and some are into factoring business. 

Non-Banking Financial Company 

• NBFC is a company registered under the Companies Act, 1956. 

• It is engaged in the business of loans and advances, acquisition of shares/stocks/bonds/debentures/

securities issued by Government or local authority or other marketable securities of a like nature, 

leasing, hire-purchase, insurance business, and chit business. 

• But it does not include any institution whose principal business is that of agriculture activity, 

industrial activity, purchase or sale of any goods (other than securities) or providing any services and 

sale/purchase/construction of immovable property. 

• A non-banking institution which is a company and has principal business of receiving deposits under 

any scheme or arrangement in one lump sum or in instalments by way of contributions or in any other 

manner, is also a non-banking financial company (Residuary non-banking company). 

• Features of NBFCs: 

✓ NBFC cannot accept demand deposits. 

✓ NBFCs do not form part of the payment and settlement system and cannot issue cheques drawn 

on itself. 
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✓ Deposit insurance facility of Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation is not 

available to depositors of NBFCs. 

• Click here to read more about the issue 
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5. Environment 
Click here to watch the following questions on YouTube 

5.1.Smog 
• Context: Smog in Delhi due to high levels of pollution.  

What is Smog?  

• Smog is basically derived from the merging of two words; smoke and fog.  

• It is also used to describe the type of fog which has smoke or soot in it.  

• It is a yellowish or blackish fog formed mainly by a mixture of pollutants in the atmosphere which 

consists of fine particles and ground-level ozone.  

• It occurs mainly because of air pollution which can also be defined as a mixture of various gases with 

dust and water vapor. 

• It leads to hazy air that makes breathing difficult. 

 Pollutants 

How Smog is formed?  

• The atmospheric pollutants or gases that form smog are released in the air when fuels are burnt.  

• When sunlight and its heat react with these gases and fine particles in the atmosphere, smog is 

formed. 

• It is purely caused by air pollution.  
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• Ground level ozone and fine particles are released in the air due to complex photochemical reactions 

between volatile organic compounds (VOC), sulfur dioxide (SO2) and nitrogen oxides (NOx).  

• These VOC, SO2, and NOx are called precursors.  

• The main sources of these precursors are pollutants released directly into the air by gasoline and 

diesel-run vehicles, industrial plants and activities, and heating due to human activities.  

• Smog is often caused by heavy traffic, high temperatures, sunshine, and calm winds. 

• During the winter months when the wind speeds are low, it helps the smoke and fog to become 

stagnate at a place forming smog and increasing pollution levels near the ground closer to where 

people are respiring.  

• It hampers visibility and disturbs the environment.  

• The time that smog takes to form depends directly on the temperature.  

• Temperature inversions are situations when warm air does not rise instead stays near the ground.  

• During situations of temperature inversions, if the wind is calm, smog may get trapped and remain 

over a place for days.  

• But it is also true that smog is more severe when it occurs farther away from the sources of release of 

pollutants.  

• This is because the photochemical reactions that causes smog to take place in the air when the 

released pollutants from heavy traffic drift due to the wind.  

• Smog can thus affect and prove to be dangerous for suburbs, rural areas as well as urban areas or 

large cities. 

Effects of Smog  

• Heavy smog is responsible for decreasing UV radiation greatly.  

• Thus heavy smog results in low production of the crucial natural element vitamin D leading to cases of 

rickets among people.  
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• When a city or town gets covered in smog, the effects are felt immediately. Smog can be responsible 

for any ailment from minor pains to deadly pulmonary diseases such as lung cancer.  

• Smog is well known for causing irritation in the eye.  

• It may also result in inflammation in the tissues of lungs; giving rise to pain in the chest.  

• Other issues or illnesses such as cold and pneumonia are also related to smog.  

• Minor exposure to smog can lead to greater threats of asthma attacks; people suffering from asthma 

problems must avoid exposure  

• The ground level ozone present in the smog also inhibits plant growth and causes immense damage to 

crops and forests. Crops, vegetables like soybeans, wheat, tomatoes, peanuts, and cotton are subject 

to infection when they are exposed to smog. 

5.2.Rare butterflies spotted across India 
• The Branded Royal Butterfly, rarely seen in India, made news when it fluttered through the Nilgiris 

after a gap of over 130 years.  

• It was last recorded in 1888 by British entomologist GF Hampson.  

• Butterfly season usually begins with the onset of the South-West monsoon; and the buzz tends to 

continue post-monsoon, well into February.  

• This year, especially, many rare species have been sighted across the country.  

• The Blue Mormon, a black-coloured velvet-winged butterfly, a species endemic to the Western Ghats, 

showed up in Patna.  

• Another rare species, the Spotted Angle butterfly, has been sighted in the reserve forests of 

Chhattisgarh. 

• The Lilac Silverline, a protected species whose only known breeding population is in Bengaluru, was 

sighted for the first time in the Aravalli range of Rajasthan.  

• Common Onyx showed up in the Western Ghats. It hides itself under canopies of mango trees, its 

host plant, and is rarely seen on the ground. 

• All these sightings point towards a range extension of the habitat, or may be more people are 

observing unexplored habitats, home gardens and backyards especially during the COVID-19 

lockdown. 

5.3.Brown carbon ‘tarballs’ detected in Himalayan atmosphere 
• Some people refer to the Himalaya-Tibetan Plateau as the “third pole” because the region has the 

largest reserve of glacial snow and ice outside of the north and south poles.  

• The glaciers, which are extremely sensitive to climate change and human influence, have been 

retreating over the past decade.  

• Now, researchers have detected light-absorbing “tarballs” in the Himalayan atmosphere, which could 

contribute to glacial melt. 
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• Burning biomass or fossil fuels releases light-absorbing, carbonaceous particles that can deposit on 

snow and ice, possibly hastening the melting of glaciers.  

• Previous research has shown that one type of particle, called black carbon, can be transported long 

distances by wind to the Himalayan atmosphere.  

• But much less is known about the presence of brown carbon, a particle that can form tarballs –– small, 

viscous spheres consisting of carbon, oxygen and small amounts of nitrogen, sulfur and potassium.  

• Using electron microscopy, the researchers unexpectedly found that about 28% of the thousands of 

particles in the air samples from the Himalayan research station were tarballs, and the percentage 

increased on days with elevated levels of pollution.  

• Analyzing wind patterns and satellite data revealed that a dense array of active fire spots, 

corresponding to large-scale wheat-residue burning on the Indo-Gangetic Plain, occurred along the 

pathways of air masses that reached the Himalayan research station during sampling. 

The Aerosol Cycle 
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5.4.Growing Saffron in Sikkim: How Jammu & Kashmir is helping 
• Saffron is the most expensive plant found in the world. Being so expensive, it is also called red gold.  

• Wild saffron is botanically known as Crocus cartwrightianus. The commercially cultivated saffron is 

botanically called Crocus sativus.  

• Major production states are Jammu & Kashmir and Himachal Pradesh. 

Uses of Saffron  

• They are used as a flavoring and seasoning agent  

• In Ayurveda, it is used for healing arthritis, infertility, liver enlargement and fever.  

• It is commercially used in perfumes and cosmetics. 

Climate for Saffron Cultivation  

• The cultivation of saffron is mainly found in both sunken and dry areas with an elevation of 1500 to 

2500 meters above sea level.  

• It needs Photoperiod of 12 hours, which gives a lot of benefits, and also makes the flowering process 

sluggish.  

• In India, saffron Corms are cultivated during the months of June and July and at some places in 

August and September.  

• It starts flowering in October.  

• It needs extreme heat and dryness in summer and extreme cold during winter.  

• Maximum growth takes place during winters, Such weather is common in parts of Karnataka, 

Himachal Pradesh and Jammu and Kashmir. 

Soil for Saffron Farming  

• Soil is one of the basic requirements in saffron cultivation.  

• It can be grown in loamy, sandy or calcareous soil.  

• Gravelly soil is also friendly for saffron farming, but a heavy, clayey soil is not suitable for farming.  

• Saffron prefers acidic soil.  

• It grows well when pH of soil is around 5.5 to 8.5.  

• Saffron requires less water.  

• The soil must not be completely dry but just a little moist.  

• So far, the cultivation in India has been limited to a few areas in Jammu and Kashmir and Himachal 

Pradesh.  

• The Ministry of Science and Technology, through the Department of Science and Technology (DST), is 

now looking at extending its cultivation to some states in the Northeast.  

• A pilot project has yielded successful results in Yangyang village of South Sikkim, which produced its 

first crop of saffron this September.  
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• It was grown across 1,000 square metres.  

• Once the quality of the saffron is assessed, this will be scaled. 

• India cultivates about 6 to 7 tonne of saffron annually, but in order to meet the 100 tonne demand, 

saffron is imported.  

• A kilo of saffron grown here costs anywhere between Rs 1.5 to Rs 2 lakh.  

• The Botany and Horticulture departments of Sikkim Central University, which collaborated on the 

project, tested the soil pH in Yangyang, and found it similar to the saffron-growing areas of Kashmir, 

especially Pampore.  

• Seeds were specially procured from Pampore; sowing and other schedules, like those undertaken in 

Kashmir, were followed during September and October  

• Saffron seed/ corms were purchased and air-transported from Kashmir to Yangyang by the 

department. “  

• Ministry is hoping to extend the cultivation of saffron to Meghalaya and Arunachal Pradesh, where it 

is felt that the conditions are favourable. 

5.5.Commission for Air Quality Management (CAQM) 
• Context: The central government has notified an Ordinance to constitute a Commission for Air 

Quality Management in the National Capital Region (NCR) and Adjoining Areas.  

• Overarching Body: CAQM will supersede all existing bodies, including the Central Pollution Control 

Board (CPCB), as well as state governments in matters of air pollution mitigation  

• Abolition of EPCA: Through the Ordinance, the Centre has dissolved the Environment Pollution 

Prevention and Control Authority (EPCA) for the NCR.  

• Role of NGT: Only the National Green Tribunal (NGT), and not civil courts, is authorised to hear cases 

where the Commission is involved. 

Environment Pollution (Prevention and Control) Authority (EPCA) 

• EPCA was constituted in 1998 under section 3 of the Environment (Protection) Act, 1986 for the 

National Capital Region in compliance with the Supreme Court order dated January 1998.  

• It has the power to take action suo-moto, or on the basis of complaints made by any individual, 

representative body or organization functioning in the field of environment.  

• It takes all necessary steps for controlling vehicular pollution, ensuring compliance of fuel quality 

standards, monitoring and coordinating action for traffic planning and management. 

Composition of CAQM  

• Strength: The new 18-member Commission brings together the Centre, states, and other 

stakeholders on one collaborative platform.  

• Chairperson: It will have a full-time chairperson “who is or has been Secretary to the Government of 

India or Chief Secretary to the Government of a state”. The chairperson will hold the post for three 

years or until s/he attains the age of 70 years.  
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• State Representatives: The Commission will also have five ex officio members who are either Chief 

Secretaries or Secretaries in charge of the department dealing with environment protection in the 

States of Delhi, Punjab, Haryana, Rajasthan, and Uttar Pradesh. 

• Experts: Three full-time independent technical members with “specific scientific knowledge and 

experience in matters relating to air pollution”; a technical member each from the CPCB and 

nominated by ISRO.  

• Civil Society: Three representatives of NGOs with experience in combating air pollution  

• Others: It will have members from Niti Aayog and several Ministries. 

Need for CAQM  

• Need for Single Body: The monitoring and management of air quality in the Delhi NCR region has so 

far been done piecemeal by multiple bodies including the CPCB, state pollution control boards, the 

state governments of Delhi, Haryana, Uttar Pradesh, and Rajasthan, and the EPCA.  

• Holistic Approach: The problem with the air pollution in Delhi is that the source of the pollution lies 

elsewhere – that is why it is important to tackle the whole region, rather than piecemeal approach 

taken by various bodies  

• More Powers: EPCA was not a statutory body but drew legitimacy from the Supreme Court (M C 

Mehta vs Union of India (1988). It did have the authority to issue fines or directions and guidelines to 

the governments in other states.  

• Failure of previous mechanisms: Experts say that EPCA has failed miserably in cleaning the air even 

after being in force for more than 20 years. CAQM’s performance will be gauged by changes in the 

status quo when it comes to ground implementation and strict action on polluters. 

Merits of CAQM  

• Effective Mechanism to tackle Pollution: The permanent Commission envisages a multi-sectoral, 

public participatory, multi-state dynamic body for combating pollution and with statutory status the 

body can deal with pollution on war footing  

• It will now be binding on state governments to follow the directions of the Commission regarding air 

quality management. It will also have powers to restrict the setting up of industries in vulnerable 

areas, and will be able to conduct site inspections of industrial units.  

• The penalty for non-compliance shall be imprisonment upto five years or fine upto Rs 1 crore, or both.  

• The Centre seeks to relieve the Supreme Court from having to constantly monitor pollution levels 

through various pollution-related cases. 

Cons  

• It has been criticised that ordinance was passed with no consultation with states and other 

stakeholders  

• It is unsure whether a top-down implementation approach through CAQM (without third-party 

monitoring and citizen-driven enforcement) will work.  

• There is also the lack of a time-bound commitment to clean the air.  
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• The Commission has a large number of members from the central government, which has not gone 

down well with the states.  

• On the other hand, States will have just one member each. 
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6. Science & Technology 
Click here to watch the following questions on YouTube 

6.1.Kalvari class of submarines 
• Context: Indian Navy’s fifth Kalvari-class Diesel Electric attack submarine INS Vagir was launched at 

Mazgaon Dock in Mumbai. 

Kalvari-class background 

• Indian Naval Ship (INS) Vagir, is the fifth among the six Kalvari-class submarines being constructed by 

the public sector shipbuilder Mazagon Dock Ltd (MDL) in Mumbai. 

• The other vessels in the class are INS Kalvari, INS Khanderi, INS Karanj, INS Vela and INS Vagsheer. 

• Of these Kalvari and Khanderi have been commissioned in 2017 and 2019, Vela and Karanj and 

undergoing sea trials. 

• Vagir has now been launched and Vagsheer is under construction.  

• The submarines in the current Kalvari-class take their names from erstwhile decommissioned classes 

of submarines named Kalvari which included Kalvari, Khanderi, Karanj and Vela class — which 

included Vela, Vagir, Vagshir.  

• The now-decommissioned Kalvari and Vela classes were one of the earliest of the submarines in post 

independence Indian Navy, which belonged to Soviet origin Foxtrot class of vessels. 

• Launch of a vessel is the process of transferring the ship from dockyard to water and is different from 

the commissioning of the ship, when it actually enters the active service.  

• In maritime parlance a class of ships is a group of vessels which have the same make, purpose and 

displacement.  

• In the Navy and Coast Guard in India, the ships belonging to a particular class are named in a specific 

manner. 

• Many times the names have the same first letters, prefixes, similar meanings or the names belong to a 

particular type of words for example names of cities, persons, mythological concepts, animals, rivers, 

mountains, weapons, etc. 

• The class is generally named after the first vessel in the category.  

• In some cases, a particular class of vessels take their names from an earlier class of vessels which are 

now decommissioned. 

• Kalvari – which means Tiger Shark, Vagir has been named after a Sand Fish, a predatory marine 

species.  

• Khanderi has been named after an Island Fort built by Chhatrapati Shivaji, which played a key role in 

his Navy. 

• Karanj has also been named after an Island located South of Mumbai. 
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Technical details 

• The design of Kalvari class of submarines is based on Scorpene class of submarines designed and 

developed by French defence major Naval Group formerly DCNS and Spanish state owned entity 

Navantia.  

• This class of submarines have Diesel Electric transmission systems and these are primarily attack 

submarines or ‘hunter-killer’ type which means they are designed to target and sink adversary naval 

vessels. 

• The modern variants of the Scorpence class of submarines have what is called the Air Independent 

Propulsion (AIP) which enables non-nuclear submarines to operate for a long time without access to 

surface oxygen. 

• Defence Research and Development Organisation (DRDO) has an ongoing programme to build a fuel 

cell-based AIP system for Indian Naval Submarines. 

• The Kalvari class of submarines are capable of launching various types of torpedoes and missiles and 

are equipped with a range of surveillance and intelligence gathering mechanisms. 

Strategic importance 

• India currently operates one submarine each in nuclear powered Classes of Chakra and Arihant and 

in addition to 14 submarines belonging to three classes of Diesel Electric category — Kalvari, 

Shishumar and Sindhughosh.  

• In the late 1990’s, around the time of Kargil war, a three decade plan took shape for indigenous 

construction of submarines which is known to have two separate series of submarine building lines – 

codenamed Project 75 and Project 75I — in collaboration with foreign entities. 
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6.2.SpaceX-NASA’s Crew-1 mission launch 

What is the Crew-1 mission? 

• The mission is part of NASA’s Commercial Crew Program, whose objective is to make access to space 

easier in terms of its cost, so that cargo and crew can be easily transported to and from the ISS, 

enabling greater scientific research. 

• The Crew-1 mission will launch the agency’s astronauts along with Japan Aerospace Exploration 

Agency (JAXA) mission specialist. 

• At the ISS, the crew will join the members of Expedition 64, the space station crew currently in 

residence at the ISS. 

• Crew-1 will be the first operational flight of the SpaceX Crew Dragon spacecraft on a Falcon 9 rocket 

to the ISS and is the first of the three scheduled flights scheduled over the course of 2020-2021. 

What will members of Crew-1 do at the ISS? 

• The goals of the mission are the same as that of Expedition 1 that lifted off 20 years ago. 

• At the ISS, the Crew-1 team will join members of Expedition 64 and conduct microgravity studies and 

deliver new science hardware and experiments that they will carry with them to space aboard the 

Crew Dragon spacecraft. 
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• Some of the research that the crew is carrying with themselves includes materials to investigate food 

physiology, which will study the effects of dietary improvements on immune function and the gut 

micro biome and how those improvements can help crews adapt to spaceflight.  

• Once in orbit, NASA astronaut Glover will collect samples to provide data to scientists back on Earth 

so that they can continue to study how dietary changes affect his body. 

• Another experiment aboard the Crew Dragon is a student-designed experiment titled, “Genes in 

Space-7” that aims to understand how spaceflight affects brain function. 

• Other experiments include research that will enable scientists to understand the physical interactions 

of liquid, rocks and microorganisms, experiment on the role of microgravity on human health and 

another on how microgravity affects heart tissue. 

6.3.Indian Astronomers Collab with 2020 Physics Nobel Laureate 

for Proposed World's Largest Telescope Project 
• The telescope is being built by an international collaboration of government organisations and 

educational institutions, at a cost of $1.4 billion.  

• The Thirty-meter telescope (TMT) project is an international partnership between CalTech, 

Universities of California, Canada, Japan, China, and India. 

• “Thirty Metre” refers to the 30-metre diameter of the mirror, with 492 segments of glass pieced 

together, which makes it three times as wide as the world’s largest existing visible-light telescope. 

• The larger the mirror, the more light a telescope can collect, which means, in turn, that it can “see” 

farther, fainter objects. 

• It would be more than 200 times more sensitive than current telescopes, and would be able to resolve 

objects 12 times better than the Hubble Space Telescope. 

• One of its key uses will be the study of exoplanets, many of which have been detected in the last few 

years, and whether their atmospheres contain water vapour or methane — the signatures of possible 

life. 

• The study of black holes is another objective.  

• While these have been observed in detail within the Milky Way, the next galaxy is 100 times farther 

away; the Thirty Metre Telescope will help bring them closer. 
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• 2020 Physics Nobel Laureate Prof. Andrea Ghez had worked closely with Indian astronomers on the 

design of back-end instruments and possible science prospects of the Thirty Meter Telescope (TMT) 

project being installed at Maunakea in Hawaii. 

6.4.Indian teens rank low on BMI, among the shortest: Study 
• India ranks third and fifth from the bottom respectively among countries where 19-year-old girls and 

boys have a low body mass index, according to a study in The Lancet.  

• The study provides new estimates for height and BMI trends in 2019 across 200 countries after 

analysing data from 2,181 studies. 

• BMI is measured as the weight in kg divided by the square of the height in metres.  

• World Health Organization guidelines define a normal BMI range as 18.5 to 24.9, overweight as 25 or 

higher, and obesity as 30 or higher. 

• The analysis charts child and adolescent physical growth trends over 35 years. 

• Both height and BMI have increased from 1985 to 2019. 

• In developing countries like India, there is dual burden i.e., overnutrition and undernutrition  

• The prevalence of overweight and obesity among adolescents of both Indian girls and boys is lower 

when compared to children of developed nations.  

• The reasons could be several, like variations in the epigenetic, dietary intakes, familial, psychosocial, 

parental education, occupations, income etc. 

• There is a need for regular diet and nutrition surveys in India to avert the increase of overweight and 

obesity among children and adolescents. 

• Overweight and obesity are mostly carried over to adult age and are causes for many metabolic 

disorders like insulin resistance, diabetes, hypertension, CVDs, stroke, and some cancers. 

• As BMI is a function of height, the corollary is that Indian children are shortest in the world. 
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6.5.Radio burst, spotted by NASA for the first time in the Milky 

Way 

Who discovered the simultaneous bursts in the Milky Way? 

• The X-ray portion of the simultaneous bursts was detected by several satellites, including NASA’s 

Wind mission, and the radio component was discovered by the Canadian Hydrogen Intensity Mapping 

Experiment (CHIME), a radio telescope located at Dominion Radio Astrophysical Observatory in 

British Columbia, which is led by McGill University in Montreal, the University of British Columbia, 

and the University of Toronto. 

• Further, a NASA-funded project called Survey for Transient Astronomical Radio Emission 2 (STARE2) 

also detected the radio burst seen by CHIME. 

• The first FRB was discovered in 2007, since when scientists have been working towards finding the 

source of their origin.  

• Essentially, FRBs are bright bursts of radio waves (radio waves can be produced by astronomical 

objects with changing magnetic fields) whose durations lie in the millisecond-scale, because of which 

it is difficult to detect them and determine their position in the sky. 

What is the origin of the FRB detected in April? 

• The source of the FRB detected in the Milky Way is a very powerful magnetic neutron star, referred 

to as a magnetar, called SGR 1935+2154 or SGR 1935, which is located in the constellation Vulpecula 

and is estimated to be between 14,000-41,000 light-years away. 

• The FRB was part of one of the magnetar’s most prolific flare-ups, with the X-ray bursts lasting less 

than a second.  

• The radio burst, on the other hand, lasted for a thousandth of a second and was thousands of times 

brighter than any other radio emissions from magnetars seen in the Milky Way previously.  

• It is possible that the FRB-associated burst was exceptional because it likely occurred at or close to 

the magnetar’s magnetic pole. 

• This flare-up, which lasted for hours, was picked up by NASA’s Fermi Gamma-ray Space telescope and 

NASA’s Neutron star Interior Composition Explorer (NICER), which is an X-ray telescope mounted on 

the International Space Station. 

What is a magnetar? 

• Magnetar is a neutron star, “the crushed, city-size remains of a star many times more massive than 

our Sun.”  

• The magnetic field of such a star is very powerful, which can be over 10 trillion times stronger than a 

refrigerator magnet and up to a thousand times stronger than a typical neutron star’s. 

• Neutron stars are formed when the core of a massive star undergoes gravitational collapse when it 

reaches the end of its life. 

• This results in the matter being so tightly packed that even a sugar-cube sized amount of material 

taken from such a star weighs more than 1 billion tons, which is about the same as the weight of 

Mount Everest. 
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• Magnetars are a subclass of these neutrons and occasionally release flares with more energy in a 

fraction of a second than the Sun is capable of emitting in tens of thousands of years. 

• In the case of SGR 1935, for instance, the X-ray portion of the simultaneous bursts it released carried 

as much energy as the Sun produces in a month, assuming that the magnetar lies towards the nearer 

end of its distance range. 

Why is this observation significant? 

• Until now, there were various theories that tried to explain what the possible sources of an FRB could 

be. 

• One of the sources proposed by the theories has been magnetars. But before April this year, scientists 

did not have any evidence to show that FRBs could be blasted out of a magnetar. 
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